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Graduate Programs in the Physical Sciences, Mathematics, Agricultural
Sciences, the Environment & Natural Resources 2012 contains more than 2,900
graduate programs in 59 disciplines-including agriculture and food sciences,
astronomy and astrophysics, chemistry, physics, mathematics, environmental
sciences and management, natural resources, marine sciences, and more. This
guide is part of Peterson's six-volume Annual Guides to Graduate Study, the only
annually updated reference work of its kind, provides wide-ranging information on
the graduate and professional programs offered by U.S.-accredited colleges and
universities in the United States and throughout the world. Informative data
profiles for more than 2,900 graduate programs in 59 disciplines, including facts
and figures on accreditation, degree requirements, application deadlines and
contact information, financial support, faculty, and student body profiles. Twopage in-depth descriptions, written by featured institutions, offer complete details
on specific graduate programs, schools, or departments as well as information on
faculty research and the college or university. Expert advice on the admissions
process, financial support, and accrediting agencies. Comprehensive directories
list programs in this volume, as well as others in the graduate series. Up-to-date
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appendixes list institutional changes since the last addition along with
abbreviations used in the guide
This book offers a meso-level description of demographics, science education,
and science teacher education. Representing all 13 Canadian jurisdictions, the
book provides local insights that serve as the basis for exploring the Canadian
system as a whole and function as a common starting point from which to identify
causal relationships that may be associated with Canada’s successes. The book
highlights commonalities, consistencies, and distinctions across the provinces
and territories in a thematic analysis of the 13 jurisdiction-specific chapters.
Although the analysis indicates a network of policy and practice issues
warranting further consideration, the diverse nature of Canadian science
education makes simple identification of causal relationships elusive. Canada
has a reputation for strong science achievement. However, there is currently
limited literature on science education in Canada at the general level or in
specific areas such as Canadian science curriculum or science teacher
education. This book fills that gap by presenting a thorough description of
science education at the provincial/territorial level, as well as a more holistic
description of pressing issues for Canadian science education.
The past ten years in South Africa has seen many changes in education - the
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creation of a single department of education; common examinations for all
learners in public schools in the country, a new outcomes based education
curriculum which was introduced to learners in the general education and training
phase since 1998 and will be introduced to the further education and training
phase from 2006. To evaluate the success of these changes South African
researchers still use the indicator of student achievement. The matriculation
examination is the visible, high profile and public performance indicator. Every
year parents, learners, teachers, researchers, government officials,
policymakers, and the general public get involved in the debate around the matric
examination with the most frequently asked questions being - Did the pass rate
go up? Are standards dropping? Are the results real or have they been
manipulated? How is our education system doing? Are we meeting the
development goals? What should the matriculation examination of the future look
like? participants from government (national and provincial),
This edited volume presents innovative current research in the field of Science
Education. The chapter’s deal with a wide variety of topics and research
approaches, conducted in a range of contexts and settings. Together they make
a strong contribution to knowledge on science teaching and learning. The book
consists of selected presentations from the 12th European Science Education
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Research Association (ESERA) Conference, held in Dublin, Ireland from 21st to
25th August, 2017. The ESERA community is made up of professionals with
diverse disciplinary backgrounds from natural sciences to social sciences. This
diversity enables a rich understanding of cognitive and affective aspects of
science teaching and learning. The studies in this book will stimulate discussion
and interest in finding new ways of implementing and researching science
education for the future. The twenty-two chapters in this book are presented in
four parts highlighting innovative approaches to school science, emerging
identities in science education, approaches to developing learning and
competence progressions, and ways of enhancing science teacher education.
This collection of studies showcases current research orientations in science
education and is of interest to science teachers, teacher educators and science
education researchers around the world with a commitment to bridging research
and practice in science teaching and learning.
There is a growing concern among educators and policymakers about the level of
attrition from Ph.D. programs in the sciences and humanities at some U.S. universities.
Reliable estimates of graduate student attrition are difficult to obtain, however, because
most information comes from the administrative records of individual institutions. This
book provides a summary of datasets that could be used to analyze patterns of
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graduate student attrition and degree completion nationally, along with an analysis of
recent studies on the subject. Based on this information, the committee examines the
feasibility of designing a system to produce national estimates of graduate student
attrition.
Peterson's Private Secondary Schools is everything parents need to find the right
private secondary school for their child. This valuable resource allows students and
parents to compare and select from more that 1,500 schools in the U.S. and Canada,
and around the world. Schools featured include independent day schools, special
needs schools, and boarding schools (including junior boarding schools for middleschool students). Helpful information listed for each of these schools include: school's
area of specialization, setting, affiliation, accreditation, tuition, financial aid, student
body, faculty, academic programs, social life, admission information, contacts, and
more. Also includes helpful articles on the merits of private education, planning a
successful school search, searching for private schools online, finding the perfect
match, paying for a private education, tips for taking the necessary standardized tests,
semester programs and understanding the private schools' admission application form
and process.
Peterson's Graduate Programs in the Physical Sciences, Mathematics, Agricultural
Sciences, the Environment & Natural Resources contains a wealth of information on
colleges and universities that offer graduate work in these exciting fields. The
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institutions listed include those in the United States and Canada, as well international
institutions that are accredited by U.S. accrediting bodies. Up-to-date information,
collected through Peterson's Annual Survey of Graduate and Professional Institutions,
provides valuable information on degree offerings, professional accreditation, jointly
offered degrees, part-time and evening/weekend programs, postbaccalaureate distance
degrees, faculty, students, degree requirements, entrance requirements, expenses,
financial support, faculty research, and unit head and application contact information.
Readers will find helpful links to in-depth descriptions that offer additional detailed
information about a specific program or department, faculty members and their
research, and much more. In addition, there are valuable articles on financial
assistance, the graduate admissions process, advice for international and minority
students, and facts about accreditation, with a current list of accrediting agencies.
Includes Publications received in terms of Copyright act no. 9 of 1916.

Topical listing of tests available to psychologists, educators, and human resource
personnel. Intended to describe tests, not to review or evaluate. Entries give such
information as test title, author, intended population, mode of administering the
test, purpose, features, timing, scoring, cost, availability, and publisher.
Miscellaneous indexes.
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